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Plan of the talk
• Discussion of the general requirement of
repeatability
• Various types and functions of replication
studies in psychology

• Replicability of computational models
• Functions of replications in computational
modeling
• The principle of completeness in
computational modeling
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Repeatability of empirical
studies
“Any controversy over the
question whether events which
are in principle unrepeatable and
unique ever do occur cannot be
decided by science: it would be a
metaphysical controversy”
(Popper, 1959)
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Functions of replication studies
in psychology (Schmidt, 2009)
• discovering false positives,
• controlling for artifacts,

• addressing researcher fraud,
• attempting to generalize a result to a
different population,
• trying to confirm a previously supported
hypothesis using a different

experimental procedures…
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Types of replication in psychology
(Schmidt 2009, Stroebe & Strack 2014, Zwaan et al. 2017)

• Direct replications - recreation an original study
(its samples, measures, procedures, etc.)
according to the current understanding of what is
needed to produce the phenomenon under
investigation.
• Conceptual replications - modifying the critical
elements of an original procedure in order to test
the robustness of a phenomenon or the generality
of a theoretical claim.
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Types of direct replications
(Hüffmeier et al., 2016)
• Exact replications - replications performed by the same
group of researchers, is to protect the scientific community
against false positives, which are likely to occur when the
first study is statistically underpowered; exact replications are
strongly recommended when initial findings are either
unexpected or loosely based on current theoretical models.
• Close replications - replications performed by an
independent team of researchers, also reduce the likelihood
of false positives, especially those stemming from
experimenter effects and tacit knowledge; they provide
information needed to establish the size of an effect, which
the original investigators are prone to overestimate.
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The replication crisis in
computational modeling
•

A number of authors are drawing attention to
problems with research reproducibility (Hutson 2018,
Peng 2011, Rougier et al. 2017, Sandve et al. 2013).

•

Computational model replication is rarely performed
because successful replications do not seem to
deliver novel scientific results and causes of failed
replication may be difficult to discern (Legéndi et al.
2013).

•

Instead of replicating a model with new data,
researchers tend to compare new models with

previous work.
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The replication crisis in
computational modeling
•

Two of the models deal with spontaneous Ca2+ excitability in single

astrocytes (Lavrentovich and Hemkin 2008, Riera et al. 2011); the other two
simulate the neurotransmitter-evoked excitability of this element (De Pittà et
al. 2009, Dupont et al. 2011).
•

It is impossible to reimplement three of the models (Riera et al. De Pittà et

al., Dupont et al.), due to insufficient information in published papers.
•

They were able to reproduce the outcomes of only one model of astrocyte
activity (by Lavrentovich and Hemkin)

•

They found serious mistakes in the mathematical formalisms presented in

two original papers (Riera et al., and Dupont et al.), which made exact
reproduction impossible
•

The models target the same phenomenon, but their performance differs
significantly
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•

•

Call for sharing all code is largely ignored as only 6%
of the 400 algorithms presented at two top AI
conferences in the past few years contained the code
and only a third had pseudocode, or simplified
summaries of the code.
It may not be possible to recreate a published result
even when the code is available (Crook et al., 2013)

Technical rules to ensure
replicability (Sandve et al., 2013)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

tracking how results were produced,
avoiding the manual manipulation of data sets,
archiving the exact versions of external programs used,
using version control to store custom scripts,
recording intermediate results (preferably in standardized
formats),
noting random seeds for randomized analyses,
storing raw data behind plots, connecting textual statements to
underlying results and finally providing public access to scripts,
runs and results
but, before adopting a methodological rule, researchers should
understand its purpose and know its possible side-effects
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Types and purposes of
computational replications
•

Reproduction versus replication (Claerbout and Karrenbach 1992):

•

Reproduction - the procedure of obtaining the same outputs by running the same
software on the same inputs (it corresponds with the notion of direct replication)

•

Replication - obtaining sufficiently similar results by designing and running new
code based on a published description of a model (it corresponds with
conceptual replication)

•

the Association for Computing Machinery (Delling et al. 2016) has recently
recommended the following usage:
•

repeatability involves a researcher being able to reliably repeat her calculations,
replicability consists in a group of researchers being able to obtain the same
results using an original author’s artifacts;

•

reproducibility means that an independent group of researchers can obtain the
same results using artifacts which they develop completely independently.
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Kinds of model evaluation
•

Replicating a model:
• contributes to model verification or validation
• demonstrates that the implementation of a model
follows the official specification
• detects type I errors in scientific papers, such as
typographical mistakes in numerical values in
figures or tables.

•

Reproducing a model:
• contributes to model validation,
• discover its hidden assumptions,
• bugs,
• unexpected interactions

•

Model reproducibility is essential to long-term scientific
progress.
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The principle of completeness
in computational modeling
• Effective scientific communication requires that all
and only relevant information is shared
• A paper should above all contain information
needed to reproduce a model
• Information necessary to replicate a model should
be deposited in open repositories
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